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ABSTRACT 

Purpose: To describe the design and characteristics at first visit of participants in the 

longitudinal Scotopic Microperimetric Assessment of Rod Function in Stargardt Disease 

(SMART) study. 

Methods: Scotopic microperimetry (sMP) was performed in one designated study eye in 

a subset of participants with molecularly proven ABCA4-associated Stargardt disease 

(STGD1) enrolled in a multicenter natural history study (ProgStar). Study visits were 

every 6 months over a period ranging from 6 to 24 months, and also included fundus 

autofluorescence (FAF). 

Results: SMART enrolled 118 participants (118 eyes). At the first visit of SMART, the 

mean sensitivity in mesopic MP was 11.48 (± 5.05 dB; 0.00 – 19.88 dB) and in sMP 11.25 

dB (±5.26 dB; 0-19.25 dB). For FAF, all eyes had a lesion of decreased autofluorescence 

(mean lesion size 3.62 (± 3.48; 0.10-21.46 mm2) and a total of 76 eyes (65.5%) had a 

lesion of definitely decreased autofluorescence with a mean lesion size of 3.46 ± 3.60; 

range 0.21-21.46 mm2. 

Conclusions: Rod function is impaired in STGD1 and can be assessed by scotopic 

microperimetry. Testing rod function may serve as a potential outcome measure for 

future clincial treatment trials. This is evaluated in the SMART study. 

 

 

  



Introduction 

Stargardt disease or Stargardt macular dystrophy was initially described by the German 

ophthalmologist Karl Stargardt in 1909 [1] which is now related to at least three 

different genetic mutations, Stargardt Disease 1 (STGD1; OMIM # 248200 [ABCA4]), 

Stargardt Disease 3 (STGD3; OMIM # 600110 [ELOV4]), Stargardt Disease 4 (STGD4, 

OMIM # 603786 [PROM1]). STDG 1 is an autosomal recessively inherited disorder 

caused by mutations in the ABCA4-gene [2]. With an estimated incidence of 10 to 12.5 

per 100,000, it is the most common juveline macular degeneration [3]. STGD1 is both 

genotypically and phenotypically a very heterogeneous disease with significant 

variation in the age of onset and rate of progression [4].  

Although there are at present no approved treatments, several therapeutic options are 

in preclinical or early clinical phases [3,5,6]. The Natural History of the Progression of 

Atrophy Secondary to Stargardt Disease (ProgStar) studies were launched to 

characterize the natural history of disease progression using a variety of structural and 

functional measures, including fundus autofluorescence (FAF; primary endpoint), 

spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT, using a Heidelberg 

Engineering (Heidelberg, Germany) device, respectively) and mesopic microperimetry 

(MP-1, Nidek, Padova, Italy). The purpose is not only is to gain a better understanding of 

the natural course, but also to determine possible clinical or imaging markers of 

progression that may evaluate the safety and efficacy of treatments [4].  

First reports of ABCA4 expression found its presence in rod photoreceptors [7], and 

subsequently in foveal cones by immunofluorescence microscopy and Western blot 

analysis [8], hence demonstrating that both cones and rods express the defective gene. 

Additionally, it has been shown that the spectrum of clinically defined ABCA4-related 

disease is notably broad, ranging from “typical“ STGD1 to cone-rod dystrophy (CRD) and 

rod-cone dystrophies/ retinitis pigmentosa (RP) [9]. It has recently been shown that 

eyes with STGD 1 and generalized cone dysfunction on full-field electroretinography 

progress to also develop rod dysfunction. Those eyes with initial rod involvement were 

also more prone to develop clinically significant electrophysiologic deterioration 

compared to those with normal ERGs.[10].  However, it is not fully understood why and 

how cones and rods are affected in different ways during the natural course of STGD1. 

Furthermore, characterizing the time course and magnitude of clinical/sub-clinical rod 

and cone involvement over time may play an important role in possible therapeutic 

targeting, clinical trial design and outcome interpretation. 



Crossland et al modified a Nidek MP-1 microperimeter (Nidek Technologies, Italy) to 

measure scotopic retinal sensitivity by adding a short-wavelength and neutral density 

filter [11].  

After the multicenter prospective ProgStar-study had been launched, the decision was 

made to also to test scotopic function in the “scotopic microperimetric assessment of 

rod function in Stargardt disease“ (SMART) study. The SMART study allows, for the first 

time, the evaluation of rod function and its correlation with morphologic damage in the 

natural history of STGD1 in a large and well-defined cohort of participants. Ultimately, 

the understanding of the differential impairment of the cone and rods photoreceptors, 

through microperimetry findings, may establish consistent and reliable parameters to 

monitor participants and investigate potential treatments for STGD1, which thus far, has 

not been available for participants with ABCA4-related retinal disease. Herein, we 

describe the study design and baseline characteristics of participants participating in 

SMART. 

 

Methods 

Study Design and Eligibility Criteria 

The SMART study was an ancillary study of the prospective ProgStar study, a 

longitudinal cohort study with standardized visits every 6 months ± 5 weeks (up to a 

total of 5 visits over 24 months) ± 5 weeks [4]. Participant data in ProgStar are derived 

from clinical examinations and central reading center (RC) grading of retinal imaging 

(FAF and SD-OCT) and mesopic microperimetry using standardized protocols across all 

sites. 

The primary objective of the SMART study was: 

 To assess the yearly rate of progression of STGD1 using macular sensitivity under 

scotopic testing conditions. 

The secondary objectives were: 

 To correlate scotopic microperimetric changes with functional measures such as 

mesopic microperimetric changes, visual acuity and anatomical 

status/progression as determined by, ERG, SD-OCT and FAF. 

 To determine the earliest functional deficits in STGD1. 

 To establish the best scotopic microperimetric parameters to monitor patients 

with STGD1. 



Inclusion criteria were the following: 

A mandatory inclusion criterion for SMART study was being a participant of the ProgStar 

Study. In ProgStar, the study participants were required to meet the following inclusion 

criteria as previously published [4]: 

(1) presence on FAF of at least 1 well-demarcated area of atrophy with a minimum 

diameter of 300 micrometers, and the total area of all atrophic lesions being 12 mm2 or 

less (equivalent to no more than 5 standard disc areas in a least 1 eye) as certified by the 

site principal investigator (PI); (2) best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of 20 Early 

Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy (ETDRS) letters at 1 meter (Snellen equivalent, 

20/400) or better in the study eye(s); (3) presence of at least 2 likely disease-causing 

variants in ABCA4 or 1 likely disease-causing variant with at least 1 eye with flecks at the 

level of the RPE typical for STGD1; (4) clear ocular media and adequate pupillary 

dilation to permit good-quality FAF and SD-OCT imaging; (5) age of at least 6 years; (6) 

ability to cooperate during examinations; and (7) participant’s ability and willingness to 

undergo ocular examinations once every 6 months for up to 24 months.   

Exclusion criteria were: (1) presence of ocular disease, such as choroidal 

neovascularization, glaucoma, or diabetic retinopathy, in either eye, that may confound 

assessment of the retina morphologically and functionally as determined by the site PI; 

(2) intraocular surgery in the primary study eye(s) within 90 days before any eligible 

visit; (3) current or previous participation in a clinical trial to treat Stargardt disease; (4) 

current participation in, or participation within the last 6 months in, any drug trial; (5) 

diagnosis of any systemic disease with a limited survival prognosis; (6) any condition 

that would interfere with attending regular follow-up visits every 6 months for up to 24 

months; and (7) sound medical reason for nonenrollment in the opinion of the PI. 

 

Clinical sites and study organization 

The ProgStar organizational structure has been described in detail previously [4]. The 

SMART study was performed at six participating centers (Wilmer Eye Institute, Johns 

Hopkins University, Baltimore; Hoover Low Vision Rehabilitation Services, Greater 

Baltimore Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland; Retina Foundation of the Southwest, 

Dallas, Texas; Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS Foundation; Institut de la Vision, Centre 

Hospitalier National d’Ophtalmologie (CHNO) des Quinze-Vingts, Paris, France; Center 

for Ophthalmology, Eberhard-Karls University Hospital, Tuebingen, Germany). The 



members of the SMART study group are provided in the supplemental material. The 

reading center (RC, located at the Doheny Imaging Reading Center, Doheny Eye Institute, 

David Geffen School of Medicine at University of California, Los Angeles) had 

responsibility for certifying clinical center staff on the acquisition of scotopic 

microperimetry. Beyond the manual of procedures (MOP), an instructional movie was 

created by one of the authors (M.G.B.) available for participating staff via a locked 

website (http://www.progstar.org). Periodic quality assurance visits by the DCC to the 

clinical centers were carried out to monitor the accuracy of data entry and the 

completeness of records, in addition to ensuring that the clinical centers had 

standardized procedures for the collection of prospective data. The RC was responsible 

for grading scotopic microperimtery results. Two RC-certified graders independently 

reviewed images. At least one of the graders was a senior-level grader. Discordant initial 

assessments underwent adjudication. If consensus could not be reached between 2 

adjudicating graders, an RC investigator determined the final assessment. After being 

processed and analyzed by the RC, all data derived from grading were transferred 

electronically from the RC to the DCC. All data were entered into a custom-built database 

in REDCap (available at http://www.project-redcap.org/cite.php) and checked for 

completeness and consistency by the DCC. 

 

Study procedures: assessment of rod function 

The ProgStar and SMART studies collected data every 6 months over 24 months. 

Therefore, up to 5 visits took place during the study (baseline, months 6, 12, 18, and 24). 

If enrollment and prospective evaluation of an eligible participant in the prospective 

ProgStar study started significantly earlier than the start of the SMART study, then only 

six, 12, or 18 months of follow-up were available. The last visit of the prospective 

ProgStar study was also the last SMART study visit. At each visit, all participants 

underwent microperimetric examination under scotopic condition in addition to the 

procedures included in the ProgStar Study protocol (i.e., BCVA, complete ophthalmic 

exam (including dilated fundoscopy), FAF imaging, mesopic MP and SD-OCT. Full-field 

electroretinogram according to the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology 

of Vision (ISCEV) standards was performed at the baseline visit (or within the previous 

five years) [12]. Scotopic microperimetry was performed after mesopic microperimetry 

in the designated study eye prior to image acquisition SD-OCT and FAF images. 

However, only at the first examination, OCT scans were used to center the grid pattern 

http://www.progstar.org/


onto the anatomical fovea (see supplemental material). The acquisition protocols for 

FAF, SD-OCT and mesopic MP in ProgStar have been published previously in detail.[4] 

Briefly, FAF images were obtained using a Heidelberg Engineering device (Heidelberg, 

Germany) such as SpectralisTM OCT (with or without BluePeak), SpectralisTM OCT Plus 

(with or without BluePeak), SpectralisTM FA + OCT, Spectralis HRA + OCT, SpectralisTM 

HRA).  During acquisition process, the concept of short-wavelength reduced-illuminance 

autofluorescence imaging (SW-RAFI) was applied during FAF acquisition by reducing 

the laser beam to 25% of its conventional setting and only higher powers it if necessary 

[4]. For this purpose, a special software tool was developed and provided by Heidelberg 

Engineering to all participating sites in the ProgStar study setting [4,13].  

 

Acquistion protocols are provided for both mesopic and scotopic MP in the 

supplemental material. Figure 1 illustrates the different grid patterns for mesopic and 

scotopic microperimetry.  Both utilized spot size 3.  SMART assessed the scotopic 

macular sensitivity driven by rod cells using controlled fundus perimetry under dark-

adapted conditions. Only one eye per participant was enrolled in the SMART study and 

was tested. The choice of the study eye was based on the following recommended 

selection criteria, although the final decision was at the PI’s discretion: 

a) The eye that had the smaller lesion within the range defined in the prospective 

ProgStar study protocol 

b) The eye that had the better vision in terms of BCVA 

c) The eye that had the better fixation stability, which was defined by the smaller 

bivariate contour ellipse area (BCEA) in mesopic microperimetry. 

The study eye was dark-adaptated for 30 minutes after the mesopic MP by covering with 

light-tight eye padding (while dark-adapting, the fellow eye was tested with mesopic MP 

if also enrolled into the prospective ProgStar study). Exact times of covering and 

uncovering the eye were recorded. It was assured that no light leaked through the pad 

borders during dark adaptation. No light was allowed in the testing room during 

scotopic MP, except by the light from the operator’s monitor, which was covered by a 

red filter; room luminance was <0.1 lux as assessed during the site certification process 

prior to enrollment of the first participant.  

A blue filter + 1 neutral density filter was inserted in the MP-1 device prior to scotopic 

MP. Forty retinal locations were assessed by iteratively adjusting the light intensity until 

the dimmest visible stimulus was found. At the baseline visit, the grid was centered on 



the participant’s anatomical fovea regardless of the her/his fixation location. Examiners 

identified the anatomical fovea on a previously-obtained SD-OCT image, and used that 

positional information to guide the manual placement of the grid. In cases of foveal 

atrophy, the graders looked for the point of maximal inner retinal layer convergence and 

used the adjoining B-scans immediately superior and inferior to the approximate foveal 

center in order to determine the center as precisely as possible. Effective May 18th 

2015, an alignment (“Fovea on OCT“) tool provided by Nidek® has been applied for the 

import of a participant’s SD-OCT image (acquired with a Heidelberg Engineering® SD-

OCT device) for the automatic centration of the microperimetry test pattern grid onto 

the anatomical fovea. 

 

Grading of FAF and microperimetry exams 

Fundus autofluorescence: atrophic lesions on FAF images were graded by RC using a 

semiautomated software tool (RegionFinder; Heidelberg Engineering) according to 

previously established grading protocols[13,14]. Two distinct types of areas of 

decreased autofluorescence were quantified. Herein, the level of darkness was used to 

define an area of decreased autofluorescence qualitatively as being definitely or 

questionably reduced. Blood vessels and the optic nerve head served as the reference 

point for 100% level of darkness. Definitely decreased autofluorescence (DDAF) 

describes areas in which the level of darkness was close to 100% (at least 90%). Regions 

with levels approximately between 50% and 90% darkness were defined as 

questionably decreased autofluorescence (QDAF) [15]. 

Microperimetry: A scale of 0 dB to 20 dB served to determine the sensitiviy for each test 

location. The term “deep scotoma” was defined for test locations with 0 dB (i.e., retinal 

locations where only the brightest stimulus was detected or no stimulus at all was 

detected), and the term “relative scotoma for test locations with sensitivity better than 0 

dB but less than 12 dB [16]. Mean sensitivity across all tested locations, and number of 

absolute and relative scotoma were calculated. 

Fixation stability was recorded (dynamic testing) which created a cloud of fixation 

events for each test session [17]. Fixation stability was then quantified as a continuous 

variable, the bivariate contour ellipse area (BCEA). The BCEA offers clear advantages 

over categorical biomarkers of fixation stability in STGD1 [18]. The global BCEAs for 

one, two, and three standard deviations were calculated using the following equation: 

 



BCEA = 2k π σH σV (1 - ρ2) ½. 

 

σH and σV  are the standard deviations of horizontal and vertical eye movements, ρ is the 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of fixation positions in the horizontal 

and the vertical meridian, k is a constant dependent on the chosen probability area 

which is given by the equation: 

P= 1 – e-k 

P is the probability area and e is the base of the natural logarithm. P is the chosen 

probability for the SD that the BCEA is based on and the equation is solved for k [16-18]: 

k = -ln (1 – P) 

 

Ethics 

The studies were conducted according to the International Conference on 

Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for 

Human Use (ICH) good clinical practice (GCP) Guidelines, the applicable regulatory 

requirements, and the current Declaration of Helsinki and are in compliance with the 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Ethics committee approval was 

granted by the local institutional review boards before enrollment of the first 

participant. The studies were registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov  (identifier, 

NCT01977846). All participants gave written informed consent prior to enrollment. 

 

Results 

A total of 259 participants (489 eyes) were enrolled between October 21, 2013, and 

January 30, 2015 into the ProgStar study, 230 participants (88.8%) with both eyes. 

During ProgStar, 118 eyes of 118 participants were enrolled into SMART: in 41 (30.8%) 

participants, the first SMART visit was also at the time of ProgStar study baseline visit, 

75 (56.4%) were enrolled into SMART during the 6 month follow-up visit of ProgStar, 

and 17 (12.8%) during the 12 month visit.  

The characteristics of the participants at their respective first visit in SMART are 

summarized in Table 1. All eyes had according to the incluson criteria a lesion of at least 

questionably decreased autofluorescence. Of the 118 eyes enrolled into SMART, 76 

(65.5%) eyes had a lesion of DDAF at the first visit. The mean lesion size of DDAF was 

3.46 (± 3.60; range 0.21-21.46) mm2. The mean total lesion size (QDAF and/or DDAF) 

was 3.62 (± 3.48; 0.10-21.46) mm2.  

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/


Mean sensitivity in mesopic MP at the first visit was 11.48 (± 5.05 dB; 0.00 – 19.88 dB) 

and in scotopic MP 11.25 dB (±5.26 dB; 0-19.25 dB); further parameters derived from 

mesopic and scotopic microperimetry at first visit of SMART are summarized in table 2. 

In the electrophysiological assessment using ffERGs according to ISCEV standards 

(obtained either at first visit of SMART, or at the baseline visit of ProgStar, or within the 

past five years) 86 participants had a normal and 26 an abnormal ERG (missing for 6 

participants). 

 

Discussion 

Several STGD1 treatment approaches including pharmacological, gene augmentation 

and stem cell-therapy are in early clincial phases, although there are currently no FDA-

approved therapies [5,6]. The success of clincial trials evaluating efficacy is largely 

dependent on sensitive and reproducible outcome measures. Visual acuity is unlikely to 

be an appropriate outcome measure for STGD1 treatment trials with 1 year duration 

given its slow and also inconsistent progression [19,20]. ProgStar was therefore 

designed to evaluate different imaging modalities (FAF, SD-OCT) and psychophysical 

tests (mesopic MP) that may serve as surrogate endpoints. Testing rod function by dark-

adapted microperimetry may open additional pathways towards possible new visual 

function biomarkers.  

 

From at least the beginning of the 4th decade of life, there is a progressive decline in the 

number of rods, at approximately 2 rods/mm2 every day [21]. Previous studies in age-

related macular degeneration (AMD) found a predilection for parafoveal loss of rods 

over cones in the early, nonexudative form of the disease with rod loss preceding and 

being more severe than cone loss both in histological examinations and psychophysical 

results [22]. Indeed, prominent dark-adapted dysfunction can be attributed to the rod 

system at relatively early stages of AMD, with greater magnitude of rod dysfunction than 

cone dysfunction [23]. Visual function measures can predict the risk of future VA loss in 

patients with GA and good baseline VA; hence they may allow the identification of the 

highest risk group for VA loss and a more efficient design of clinical trials [24]. Recent 

clinical studies have shown that in AMD the sensitivity of the rods decreases more 

rapidly than the sensitivity of the cones [21]. Although AMD and STGD1 are two 

different pathopysiological entities, they may share some common pathogenic features 

such as the photo-oxidative processes initiated by RPE bisretinoids which could explain 



suggested links to light exposure in both STGD1 and AMD [6].  Hence, testing scotopic 

visual function may be indeed a promising additional outcome measure that may start to 

progress at a different stage of the disease, at different rates, or in a different pattern 

compared to mesopic microperimetry. Specific therapies, such as gene therapy, may 

have selective effects on the rod versus cone system given their different metabolism 

[22]. 

 

A limitation of our study is that comparison between mesopic and scotopic function of 

individual retinal locations is in general not possible based on the difference in patterns 

used in ProgStar and SMART: these allude both to the numbers of locations tested (40 

versus 64 of the standard) and the retinal locations themselves. This difference was 

partly to try to limit participant fatigue and increase co-operation/reliability; but also it 

is of note that under fully dark-adapted conditions, a central scotopic scotoma exists in 

all people with healthy retinas, corresponding to the foveal rod-free region (measuring 

about 0.35 mm and subtends approximately 1.25°)[25].  

 

Testing scotopic function may serve as an additional potential outcome measure in 

clincial trials of STGD1. The baseline findings of SMART identify rod-involvement in 

STGD1, and longitudinal serial testing of rod function with scotopic microperimetry in 

SMART, associated with comparison with the structural testing and mesopic MP in the 

ProgStar study, will further enhance our understanding and inform clinical trial design. 

. 
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Figure 1: Grid pattern for mesopic (A) and scotopic (B) microperimetry exam. 

Retinal sensitivity at each location was determined by iteratively adjusting the light 

intensity until the dimmest visible stimulus for each point was found. The scotopic exam 

was the last microperimetric exam during the standardized ProgStar study visit. 

Therefore, the scotopic grid was designed to minimize the effects of exhaustion with a 

reduced number of test locations. Its pattern also considers the foveal rod-free region. 

 

 

Figure 2: Results from mesopic (2A, 2C) and scotopic (2B, 2D) microperimetric 

exams superimposed onto the corresponding fundus autofluorescence images of 

corresponding eyes. The eye shown in 2A and 2B shows a lesion of definitely 

decreased autofluorescence (this type of lesion has at least 90% darkness level 

compared to the optic nerve head (OHN)). The eye in 2C and 2D shows a lesion of 

questionably decreased autofluorescence (this lesion has darkness levels between 50% - 

90% compared to OHN). Sensitivity values for the individual locations (range 0 dB – 20 

dB) are shown. 

 


